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The frequency with which birds adopt feeding innovations may be a good operational

measure ofbehavioural flexibility (Lefebvre et al. 1997), but its usefulness depends

upon accurate recording of novel behaviour patterns and new food sources. We
describe here two instances of feeding innovations in birds ofBarbados: consumption

ofmaize spillage at a harbour warehouse by Red-necked Pigeons Columba squamosa

and "bread-hunting" by Grey Kingbirds Tyrannus dominieensis

.

The Red-necked Pigeon is a frugivorous West-Indian Columbid that, according

to Goodwin (1983), is largely, if not entirely, an arboreal feeder. In over 15 years of

field work in Barbados, we have never seen it join the ground-feeding Columbids that

forage on seed and food scraps in urban and coastal areas (the Zenaida Dove Zenaida

aurita and the Common Ground Dove Columbina passerina) or on grain spillage at

the harbour (Z aurita and the Feral Pigeon Columba //v/a)(Dolman et al. 1 996). On 25

January 2000, a single adult C. squamosa was observed perching in late afternoon on

a warehouse ledge in the Barbados Mills compound, Deep Water Harbour, close to

Zenaida Doves that roost there overnight. The Red-necked Pigeon was later seen

perching on a barbed wire fence in front of the warehouse, then feeding on the

ground on whole kernels of maize that had been spilled from a truck. Raffaele et al.

(1998) stated that, aside from its dietary specialisation on arboreal frugivory, C.

squamosa sometimes feeds opportunistically on the ground at dairy farms. This is

the first report that such opportunistic ground feeding may include spillage at a

harbour warehouse, a site that offers an abundant food source often exploited by

Columbids (Murton et al. 1972; Levesque & McNeil 1986), at the risk of frequent

disturbance by humans and machinery, which the "very wary" (Devas 1970) Red-

necked Pigeon normally avoids.

Our second observation, "bread-hunting" by Grey Kingbirds, occurred at food

patches set out to attract five other avian species in the field: Carib Grackles Quiscalus

lugubris, Lesser-Antillean Bullfinches Loxigilla noctis, Shiny Cowbirds Molothrus

bonariensis), Zenaida Doves and Common Ground Doves (Webster & Lefebvre in

press). In urbanised coastal areas of Barbados, these five species feed together

routinely on bread and other food scraps (Dolman et al. 1996). Island birds sometimes

have broader niches than their continental counterparts, with birds on many islands

being relatively tame, allowing them to respond rapidly to new food sources.

From 1 6 to 26 January 2000, we conducted field experiments that presented bread,

rice and seed to these species at six sites in three adjacent areas of the parish of St-

James, Barbados. Grey Kingbirds often feed in the vicinity of the five species but

have never been seen to join them in over 1 5 years of similar field experiments. In the
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January 2000 experiments, however, kingbirds were observed on 25 occasions to take

bread from the patches, using their normal insect hunting technique. The kingbirds

(usually one, but up to three individuals) typically perched on a low branch of the

tree nearest to the patch, swooped down very rapidly to take a piece ofbread without

landing, and then flew back to the branch to eat the bread. Only larger (1 cm2

) pieces

were taken. On many trials, more than a dozen birds from the five usual species fed at

the 30 cm diameter patch; kingbirds sometimes failed to feed on these trials, hovering

over the food and swooping down without picking up bread, or simply perching on

a nearby branch, looking down at the patch. On three occasions, a kingbird picked up

bread that had been moved away from the patch by a grackle and on one occasion, in

June 1999 (field experiments with similar patches; Webster & Lefebvre in press), the

bread was clearly kleptoparasitised from a grackle 's beak. No attacks were seen at the

patch itself, despite the interspecific aggression known to be frequently used by T.

dominicensis (Raffaele et al. 1 998), but other species often appeared defensive during

a kingbird swoop. Zenaida Doves, for example, directed raised wing threats at the

swooping kingbird. Kingbirds were also seen (in March 2000) chasing a flying

bullfinch and grackle that were carrying bread, swooping down on birds emerging

from a baited trap and then retrieving the dropped bread, and (in April 2000)

kleptoparasitising bread from a bullfinch. In April and May 2000, perching kingbirds

were thrown bread and observed catching it in mid-air on several occasions.

Kingbirds normally specialise on catching insects in flight, as well as taking other

invertebrates, lizards, berries and, more rarely, small fish (ffrench 1991; Lefebvre &
Spahn 1987; Raffaele et al. 1998). They are not reported to eat bread or other food

scraps (Evans 1990; Raffaele etal 1998; Voous 1983). In fact, the only interaction we

could find in the literature between a Tyrannid flycatcher, an Eastern Wood Peewee

Contopus virens, and bread specifically describes rejection of this food (Wyat &
Stoneburner 1978). Our observation adds one more case to the large anecdotal

literature on bread as a novel food type in birds (Baugniet et al. 1978; Bernard 1 976,

1985, 1986, 1988; Hammer 1978; Hastwell 1975; Jacobs 1972; Kington 1975; Osborne

1981; Owen 1973; Reynolds 1974).
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The Giant Kingbird Tyrannus cubensis is currently considered a rare and endangered

species endemic to Cuba (Collar et al. 1994, AOU 1998). In the 19
th
century it may

have been commoner and more widespread. Prior to 1 890 several specimens were

collected in the southern Bahama islands (summarized by Buden 1 987), and one was

claimed for Isla Mujeres, off the eastern coast of the Yucatan Peninsula, Mexico, by


